REPORT
TO:

Loranne Hilton
Chief Administrative Officer

FROM:

Laura Beckett
Planner

RE:

Date: April 30, 2019
File: DVP-04-18
To Council
May 6, 2019

DVP-04-18 – FOLLOW-UP INFORMATION

PURPOSE
To report back to Council with requested information for application DVP-04-18 for
variances to the Zoning Bylaw in regards to a future subdivision application.
BACKGROUND
At their March 4, 2019 Meeting, Council resolved:
That Development Variance Permit application DVP-04-18 be referred back to
staff and the applicant to bring forward additional information on the following:
1. Possible water quality controls the District of Highlands may impose over water
courses in the area, such as Osborn Pond and Creek due to the use of such
things as fire retardants in roofing, pesticides, herbicides, etc.
2. In the biology report, implications of climate change as described in
Appendix E –Legislated Riparian Assessments in BC APEGBC/ABCFP/
CAB Professional Practice Guidelines, including such things as the effect
of reduced buffers, landscaping, sun exposed areas resulting in less moisture
for buffer trees, overland flows, higher waterlines and contaminants travelling
over ground surfaces.
3. The implications of a two year versus a five year permit (pros and cons).

OPTIONS
Council may recall that staff had previously indicated that the variance application had
two distinct purposes: riparian variances and building-to-lot-line variances. For ease of
discussion and administration, staff has divided the application into two draft permits:
• DVP-04-18, which pertains to the riparian variances and
• DVP-04-19, which pertains to the building-to-lot-line variances.
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Consequently, there are combinations of options available to Council:
Notification for BOTH
the riparian and
building-to-lot-line:
Notification for
riparian and Denial
for building-to-lot-line:

1.

Notification for
building-to-lot-line
and Denial for
riparian:
Denial for BOTH
More Info

3.

2.

4.
5.

That Council direct staff to issue notification for
consideration of draft DVP-04-18 and DVP-04-19 at a future
Council Meeting.
That Council direct staff to issue notification for
consideration of draft DVP-04-18 at a future Council
Meeting,
That Council deny draft DVP-04-19.
That Council direct staff to issue notification for
consideration of draft DVP-04-19 at a future Council
Meeting,
That Council deny draft DVP-04-18.
That Council deny draft DVP-04-18 and draft DVP-04-19.
That Council request more information from the applicant.

DISCUSSION
The applicant provides the three attached pieces of correspondence.
1. From Colquitz Engineering, dated April 1, 2019: This report suggests that the
streamside protection and enhancement area (SPEA) of one of the stream
reaches could be expanded by 25cm in response to climate change projections.
The report recommends that the author of the Riparian Areas Assessment
Report comment on the implications of shifting that particular SPEA.
2. From J.E. Anderson and Associates, dated April 9, 2019: This letter provides a
conceptual overview of the stormwater management plan that would be prepared
for the proposed subdivision.
3. From WSP, dated April 24, 2019: This report responds to Council’s second item
in their March 4, 2019 resolution:
a. Reducing riparian buffers in accordance with the Riparian Areas
Regulation methodology while incorporating site and project specific
measures will not result in a loss of riparian function and will support the
ecology of the stream.
b. All but one of the proposed lots (lot 39) are designed to have a “transition”
area between the rear lot lines and the streamside protection and
enhancement area (SPEA). This area would be planted with native
shrubbery, and evergreen and deciduous (including fruit-bearing) trees to
provide better water retention and shading adjacent to the SPEA. There is
not the same risk as with private properties of this area being planted with
grass, which does not retain water as well.
c. Overland flows and contaminants travelling over ground surfaces would
be managed through the stormwater management plan that would
accompany the future subdivision application.
d. This report concurs with the comments from the Colquitz Engineering
Report that recommends the SPEA for one of the stream reaches on
Osborn Creek be increased from 10m to 10.25m. Likely for ease of
administration of the change, the report recommends that the two
reaches along Osborn Creek in this project have a SPEA of 10.25m.
Please see RAR Excerpt Map immediately below.
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RAR Excerpt Map

Staff offers the following comments as to how to incorporate the new information into the
draft development variance permits.
1. “Possible water quality controls…”
The appropriate mechanism for implementing protection for water courses
resulting from development is through a stormwater management plan. This
would be done as part of the subdivision process. A development variance permit
is not the appropriate mechanism.
2. “In the biology report, implications of climate change…”
According the engineering report, the SPEA that is proposed to increase from
10m to 10.25m is Osborn Creek stream reach 2. This reach is entirely within an
area that is proposed to be dedicated as park (please see RAR Excerpt Map
above). According to the biology follow-up report, it is recommended to increase
the SPEA in the Osborn Creek area (meaning reaches 1 and 2) from 10m to
10.25m.
The banks of Osborn creek in reach 1 have the golf course on one side, and a
trail on the other, both of which will not be within the control of individual, private
residents. The management of this area will be under the purview of the golf
course.
3. “Implications of two year versus 5 year permit…”
The advantage of extending the usual permit time would allow a consistent site
layout from developer to home owner. It would also save Council and staff time in
the event the application had to be redone due to expiry. One possible
disadvantage is if new regulations or bylaws were passed that were more
onerous than the permit, the details of the permit would possibly prevail. This
would only last for the duration of the permit.
Typically, variances are approved in advance of a building permit, and it is
typically the progression of the related construction that determines whether the
variance has been fulfilled. Because this particular variance application is made
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with respect to a subdivision application, it may make sense to have subdivision
registration be the determinant as to whether the variance has been fulfilled. Staff
suggests using subdivision registration as the trigger that the permit would not
lapse. Please see sections 6 in both draft permits.
CONCLUSION
Requested information has been provided and further informs this development variance
permit application. For ease of discussion and administration, staff has divided the
variances into two draft permits in accordance with their purposes – riparian variances
and building-to-lot-line variances. Council has options in regards to proceeding with
notification for
• Draft DVP-04-18 (riparian variances),
• Draft DVP-04-19 (building-to-lot-line variances),
• Both, or
• Neither.
RECOMMENDATION
That Council direct staff to issue notification for consideration of draft DVP-04-18 and
DVP-04-19 at a future Council Meeting.

Respectfully submitted,

Concurrence

Laura Beckett,
Planner

Loranne Hilton,
CAO

Attachments:
• “Technical Memorandum,” from Colquitz Engineering, dated April 1, 2019
• “Ecoasis Hannington Road Subdivision – Conceptual Stormwater Management
Report,” from J.E. Anderson and Associates, dated April 9, 2019
• “Bear Mountain Highlands Phase 1 Residential Development – Development
Variance Permit Application DVP-04-18,” from WSP, dated April 24, 2019
• Draft DVP-04-18 (riparian variances) with three attachments
• Draft DVP-04-19 (building to lot line setbacks variances) with one attachment
Web Link to Previous Report to Council:
• March 4, 2018:
http://www.highlands.ca/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Item/4846?fileID=5011
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COLQUITZ ENGINEERING LTD.
4211 Commerce Circle
Victoria, BC V8Z 6N6
(778) 749-1114

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
April 1, 2019
Ecoasis Development Corporation LLP
Mr. Ryan Mogensen, P.Eng.
2050 Country Club Way
Victoria, BC V9B 6R3
RE:

DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT APPLICATION DVP-04-18
Climate Change Impacts – Riparian Areas Assessment
Project Number: 501.002

Introduction
We understand that Ecoasis Development Corporation LLP has submitted the Riparian Areas Regulation:
Assessment Report, WSP Canada Inc., January 15, 2019 (RAR report) to the District of Highlands (District) as
part of the proposed Highlands Phase 1A Subdivision application.
The District council has discussed this application and requested supplemental information to support this
application as follows:
In the biology report, implications of climate change as described in Appendix E – Legislated Riparian
Assessments in BC APEGBC/ABCFP/CAB Professional Practice Guidelines, including such things as the
effect of reduced buffers, landscaping, sun exposed areas resulting in less moisture for buffer trees,
overland flows, higher waterlines and contaminants travelling over ground surfaces.
The technical memorandum presents a response to the hydrotechnical elements of the above request from District
council.

Background
Engineers and Geoscientists BC (EGBC formerly APEGBC) published a position paper regarding climate change:
A Changing Climate in British Columbia, Evolving Responsibilities of APEGBC and APEGBC Registrants, January
27, 2014. The positions stated are as follows:
A. APEGBC recognizes that the climate is changing and commits to raising awareness about the potential
impacts of the changing climate as they relate to professional engineering and geoscience practice, and
to provide information and assistance to APEGBC registrants in managing implications for their own
professional practice.
B. APEGBC registrants (professional engineers, professional geoscientists, provisional members, licensees,
limited licensees, engineers‐in‐training and geoscientists‐in‐training) are expected to keep themselves
informed about the changing climate, and consider potential impacts on their professional activities.
In summary, engineers in BC are required to consider climate change as part of professional practice.
The Capital Regional District (CRD) published the report: Climate Projections for the Capital Region, Pacific
Climate Impacts Consortium and Pinna Sustainability, updated July 2017. As outlined in this report, precipitation
is projected to increase in the 2050s and 2080s (future time frames considered in the report) for the following
scenarios:
• Annual precipitation – 5% increase for 2050s; 12% increase for 2080s;
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DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT APPLICATION DVP-04-18
Climate Change Impacts – Riparian Areas Assessment
April 1, 2019

•
•
•
•
•

Single-day maximum precipitation (wettest day of the year) – 20% increase for 2050s; 35% increase for
2080s;
5-day maximum precipitation - 12% increase for 2050s; 26% increase for 2080s;
Wettest periods (95th-percentile) - 31% increase for 2050s; 59% increase for 2080s;
Wettest periods (99th-percentile) - 68% increase for 2050s; 126% increase for 2080s, and;
1-in-20 wettest day precipitation - 30% increase for 2050s; 40% increase for 2080s.

The above projected increases in precipitation could result in changes to Osborn Creek and Osborn Creek
Tributary, which are located on the west and east sides of the proposed Highlands Phase 1A Subdivision. This is
relevant because changes to the high water mark (HWM) and bankfull width could change the streamside
protection and enhancement area (SPEA) boundary. The SPEA width is determined by the bankfull width. The
SPEA is measured (horizontal distance) from the HWM boundary.

Analysis
The following methodology has been used to assess the impacts of climate change on the SPEA:
1. Determine the rainfall intensity based on historical rainfall data and predict the change in rainfall intensity
due to climate change for the year 2075;
2. Calculate historical flows and year 2075 flows in Osborn Creek and Osborn Creek Tributary, and;
3. Determine the required channel widths to convey the historical flows and year 2075 flows.
Rainfall Intensity
The HWM is defined in the RAR as, “The visible high water mark of a stream where the presence and action of
the water are so common and usual, and so long continued in all ordinary years, as to mark on the soil of the bed
of the stream a character distinct from that of its banks, in vegetation as well as in the nature of the soil itself, and
includes the active floodplain.” The bankfull width is the width between the HWMs, excluding the active floodplain.
Rainfall intensities are generally defined by their return period. Based on the above definition of HWM, the rainfall
intensity for the ‘6-month storm’ with a 24-hour duration has been selected for the analysis. The ‘6-month storm’
is described in Stormwater Planning, A Guidebook for British Columbia, Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection
as follows, “the concept of the ‘6-month storm’ was introduced in Washington to provide context for managing the
six to ten runoff events per year that have the most potential to cause watercourse erosion”. The ‘6-month storm’
event is estimated to be 72% of the 2-year return period storm event.
We are not aware of any long-term rainfall stations in the District suitable for generating intensity-durationfrequency (IDF) curves. The historical 2-year, 24-hour rainfall amounts for nearby rainfall stations are summarized
as follows:
•

Victoria Marine (Sooke) – 68 mm

•

Victoria International Airport – 54 mm

We have used the average of the above station rainfall amounts in our analysis, 61 mm. Therefore, the historical
6-month, 24-hour rainfall amount is estimated at 44 mm (72% of 2-year) or a rainfall intensity of 1.8 mm/hour.
For the year 2075, the anticipated increase in rainfall intensities have been calculated using “IDF_CC Tool 3.0”
(http://www.idf-cc-uwo.ca) for the Victoria Marine (Sooke) and Victoria International Airport stations. This CC Tool
was developed by the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Institute for Catastrophic Loss
Reduction at the University of Western Ontario.
The emissions scenario used in the evaluation and design criteria is known as Representative Concentration
Pathway 8.5 (RCP4.5), matching the concentration used in the CRD’s climate projections report.
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DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT APPLICATION DVP-04-18
Climate Change Impacts – Riparian Areas Assessment
April 1, 2019

The change in rainfall intensity is estimated to be 30% for the Victoria Marine (Sooke) stations, and 26% for the
Victoria Airport station. Assuming a 30% increase in rainfall intensity, the year 2075 6-month, 24-hour rainfall
amount is estimated to be 57 mm (rainfall intensity of 2.4 mm/hr).
The flow rates for Osborn Creek and Osborn Creek Tributary adjacent to the proposed development based on
historical and predicted 2075 rainfall intensities are summarized in the following table.
Table 1: Osborn Creek and Osborn Creek Tributary Flows
Watercourse
Catchment Area
Historical
(ha)
6-month Flow (m3/s)
Osborn Creek
Osborn Creek Tributary

163
36

Year 2075
6-month Flow (m3/s)

330
73

430
95

Notes:
Flows are for the 24-hour duration

The Osborn Creek and Osborne Creek Tributary channels were measured in the field so that hydraulic calculations
could be completed to determine the impacts of climate change on the HWM and bankfull width. Five crosssections were measured for each watercourse that generally represent the channels adjacent to the proposed
development.
Hydraulic calculations were prepared based on these channel cross-sections and the flow rates in Table 1, to
determine the revised channel widths. The results on this analysis are presented in the following table.
Table 2: Osborn Creek and Osborn Creek Tributary Channel Widths
Watercourse
Reference
Historical Flow
Year 2075 Channel
Section
Channel Width (m)
Width (m)

Change in Width
(m)

Osborn Creek
Osborn Creek
Osborn Creek
Osborn Creek
Osborn Creek

A
B
C
D
E

1.63
3.63
4.61
2.72
3.77

1.68
3.69
4.75
2.81
3.85

0.06
0.06
0.14
0.09
0.08

Osborn Creek Tributary
Osborn Creek Tributary
Osborn Creek Tributary
Osborn Creek Tributary
Osborn Creek Tributary

F
G
H
I
J

2.20
1.37
0.99
0.99
0.99

2.28
1.43
1.04
1.04
1.04

0.08
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.05

Notes:
Widths are for the 6-month return period, 24-hour duration flows.

The calculated average change in channel widths due to climate change are 0.08 m and 0.06 m for Osborn Creek
and Osborn Creek Tributary, respectively. The calculated average change in channel flow depth due to climate
change is 0.04 m and 0.02 m for Osborn Creek and Osborn Creek Tributary, respectively.
In reviewing the RAR Assessment Report, we understand that the SPEA width for these watercourses is
determined as three times the bankfull width, but not to be less than 10 m.
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DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT APPLICATION DVP-04-18
Climate Change Impacts – Riparian Areas Assessment
April 1, 2019

There is one reach of the watercourses where the change in channel width could potentially affect the SPEA width,
Osborn Creek Reach 2 (upper most section as described in the RAR Assessment report). Considering climate
change, the SPEA width could increase from 10.0 m to 10.2 m. Additionally, the right side HWM (looking
downstream) is estimate to shift 0.05 m closer to the development. Therefore, the SPEA boundary could
theoretically shift 0.25 m (0.2 m wider SPEA plus 0.05 m shift in right side HWM) further into the development as
a result of climate change.
For the remaining channel reaches, climate channel is calculated to have no impact on the SPEA width.

Summary, Discussion and Recommendations
As outlined above, climate change is projected to result in increased flows in Osborn Creek and Osborn Creek
Tributary. For the year 2075, the flows are projected to increase by approximately 30% for the channel forming
event. Due to the relatively steep gradient and channelized nature of the two watercourses, the result of the
increased flows are relatively minor increases in channel width and depth.
There is one reach of Osborn Creek (Reach 2) where climate change could theoretically result in the SPEA
boundary to shift 0.25 m further into the development. It is recommended that the qualified environmental
professional (QEP) comment on the implications of shifting the SPEA by this relatively small amount for Reach 2
of Osborn Creek.
We trust that the above information provides an adequate response to the District council regarding, “reduced
buffers”, “overland flows”, and “higher waterlines”. Regarding, “contaminants travelling over ground surfaces”, we
trust that the civil engineer responsible for the site servicing design will consider the impacts of climate change
when sizing sanitary sewers, storm drains, and stormwater treatment facilities. Regarding, “landscaping” and,
“sun exposed areas resulting in less moisture for buffer trees”, these are outside of our field of expertise and it is
recommended that these items be addressed by the QEP or other consultant on the project team.
We trust that this technical memorandum meets your requirements at this time. If further clarification is required,
please contact the undersigned.

Regards,
COLQUITZ ENGINEERING LTD.

Jeff Howard, P.Eng.
Water Resources Engineer
JH/jh

colquitz.ca
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DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT APPLICATION DVP-04-18
Climate Change Impacts – Riparian Areas Assessment
April 1, 2019

Statement of Limitations
This document has been prepared by Colquitz Engineering Ltd. for the exclusive use and benefit of the client. No other party is entitled to
rely on any of the conclusions, data, opinions, or any other information contained in this document.
This document represents Colquitz Engineering’s best professional judgement based on the information available at the time of its
completion and as appropriate for the project scope of work. Services performed in developing the content of this document have been
conducted in a manner consistent with that level and skill ordinarily exercised by members of the engineering profession currently practising
under similar conditions. No warranty, express or implied, is made.

Copyright Notice
These materials (text, tables, figures and drawings included herein) are copyright of Colquitz Engineering Ltd. The client is permitted to
reproduce the materials for archiving and for distribution to third parties only as required to conduct business specifically relating to this
project. Any other use of these materials without the written permission of Colquitz Engineering is prohibited.
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April 24, 2019

Ecoasis Development LLP
2050 Country Club Way
Victoria, B.C. V9B 6R3
Attention: Ryan Mogensen, P.Eng.
Dear Mr. Mogensen:
Subject:

BEAR MOUNTAIN HIGHLANDS PHASE 1 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT –
DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT APPLICATION DVP-04-18

BACKGROUND
Ecoasis is proposing to complete a residential development consisting of 39 single family
residences which will cover a total area of 4.79 ha. There are two watercourses located on the
property on the west and east side of the property, Osborn Creek and Osborn Creek Tributary,
respectively. A Riparian Areas Assessment (RAA) report was completed by WSP (dated
January 15, 2019) to determine the SPEA for both watercourses as required under the B.C.
Riparian Areas Regulation.
As per the letter titled “Development Variance Permit Application DVP-04-18” prepared by the
District of Highlands (dated March 11, 2019) further clarification is required for the WSP RAA
report as follows:
“In the biology report, implications of climate change as described in Appendix E – Legislated
Riparian Assessments in BC APEGBC/ABCFP/CAB Professional Practice Guidelines, including
such things as
• the effect of reduced buffers,
• landscaping,
• sun exposed areas resulting in less moisture for buffer trees,
• overland flows,
• higher waterlines and
• contaminants travelling over ground surfaces”
The following sections provide further details on these topics.
Effects of Reduced Buffers
The proposed buffers that are to be established as the Streamside Protection and
Enhancement Areas (SPEAs) have been determined by scientific studies to be effective in
supporting the various forms and functions of the riparian area including shade, nutrient loading,
760 Enterprise Crescent
Victoria, BC, Canada
V8Z 6R4
Tel.: +1 250 475-1000
Fax: +1 250 475-2211
wsp.com
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bank stabilization and infiltration. These scientific studies were the basis of the Riparian Areas
Regulation methodology. The measures that are identified in the Riparian Areas Assessment
report are also a necessary part of the maintenance of the SPEA to support its form and
function. The reduction of the riparian setback from the District of Highlands Bylaw which is 30
m to the site specific SPEA using the RAA methodology as well as the measures will not result
in a loss of riparian function and will effectively support the ecology of the stream.
Landscaping and Less Moisture for Buffer Trees
Those lots that back on to watercourses and their associated SPEAs will have a transitional
zone along the SPEA boundary which will be planted with native shrubs. A focus will be on
those species that are flowering and fruit bearing to support pollinators as well as fruit eating
wildlife and will include a combination of evergreen and deciduous species. This additional
transition zone will allow for more water retention as it will have a lower run-off coefficient
(ROC). Typically grass lawn has a ROC of 40-80% while vegetated parkland has one of 1025%. Resulting leaf litter will also provide more nutrients and retain more moisture for the trees
in the SPEA. Further discussions regarding moisture in the SPEA is presented below.
Overland Flows
With regards to overland flows these issues are addressed in the J.E. Anderson conceptual
stormwater management memo (R. Tuck, April 9/19). In summary, the stormwater
management plan will consist of the following components:
•

Stormwater runoff will be detained and treated outside of the SPEAs;

•

Stormwater runoff from the homes will be treated by either private onsite infiltration
galleries or detention systems, subject to the suitability of the lot, complete with an
overflow connection to the storm drainage system;

•

Stormwater runoff from the proposed roads will be directed to catch-basins that will be
equipped with oil grit separators (OGS) which remove sediment and debris, and
separate oil from stormwater;

•

Treated water from the catch basins will then be directed to infiltration galleries which
will also have an overflow connection to the storm drainage system;

•

Treated storm water from the subdivision will drain into one of two existing natural
drainage courses, Osborn Creek which flows into Osborn Pond and an unnamed
seasonal creek which flows through a large wetland before discharging to Millstream
Creek to the east.

Allowing for the natural infiltration of treated stormwater into the SPEA rather than tight piping
flows will maintain the predevelopment hydrologic regime providing more moisture to support
riparian vegetation.
High Water Lines
To determine if the high water mark as identified in the field by the R.P. Bio. took into
consideration potential climate change related water level changes Colquitz Engineering (J.
Howard, April 1/19) undertook an analysis using projected rainfall intensities for 2075. For the
year 2075, the flows were projected to increase by approximately 30% for the channel forming
event. Due to the relatively steep gradient and channelized nature of the two watercourses, the
result of the increased flows are relatively minor increases in channel width and depth. Based
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on this analysis it was determined that the SPEA for Osborn Creek will increase by 25 cm
resulting in a setback of 10.25 m. The SPEA of the Osborn Creek tributary will not increase.
Contaminants Travelling Over Ground Surfaces
The management of contaminants originating at the proposed residential development overland
via stormwater is to be managed as indicated in the stormwater management plan discussed
above. The use of infiltration chambers and oil grit separators will manage contaminants
associated with motorized vehicles. With regards to fertilizer and pesticides WSP recommends
that the use of such chemicals within the residential development be managed by the
municipality in the form of a development permit condition. Ecoasis has an ongoing surface
water quality program which includes a sampling station on Millstream Creek downstream of
Osborn Pond for pesticides and fertilizers associated with the golf course which will encompass
the watershed associated with the Phase 1 development. To date, there have been no
pesticides or fertilizers noted in the surface or ground waters.
I hope this information is helpful to you in your review of the proposed works. If you have any
questions please contact me at 250-881-4368.
Yours sincerely,

Susan Blundell, M.Sc., R.P.Bio.
Senior Biologist
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DISTRICT OF HIGHLANDS
DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT
NO. DVP-04-18
ISSUED TO:
MAILING ADDRESS:

Ecoasis Development
2050 Country Club Way, Victoria BC V9B 6R3

1. The “Lands” are:

2.

SECTION 16 HIGHLAND DISTRICT EXCEPT THAT PART IN PLAN
VIP72555

PID: 009-861-866

SECTION 5 RANGE 4 WEST HIGHLAND DISTRICT EXCEPT PART
IN PLANS VIP60675, VIP67875 AND VIP75584

PID: 009-861-815

Highlands Zoning Bylaw No. 100, 1998 is varied as follows in respect of Lots 1 to 5 of the
subdivision lots specified below and shown on Attachment 1 to this Permit:
Section 3.3 (1) d)
FROM:
Despite any other provisions of the Bylaw, no part of any building or structure shall be
constructed, reconstructed, moved or extended nor shall any part of any mobile home or
unit, modular home or structure be located:…within 30m of the natural boundary of…any
other watercourse…
TO:
Despite any other provisions of the Bylaw, no part of any building or structure shall be
constructed, reconstructed, moved or extended nor shall any part of any mobile home or
unit, modular home or structure be located:…within 10.25m of the natural boundary of…any
other watercourse…
Highlands Zoning Bylaw No. 100, 1998 is varied as follows in respect of Lots 15 to 17, and Lots
37 to 39 of the subdivision lots specified below and shown on Attachment 1 to this Permit:
Section 3.3 (1) d)
FROM:
Despite any other provisions of the Bylaw, no part of any building or structure shall be
constructed, reconstructed, moved or extended nor shall any part of any mobile home or
unit, modular home or structure be located:…within 30m of the natural boundary of…any
other watercourse…
TO:
Despite any other provisions of the Bylaw, no part of any building or structure shall be
constructed, reconstructed, moved or extended nor shall any part of any mobile home or
unit, modular home or structure be located:…within 10m of the natural boundary of…any
other watercourse…

3.

The Lands described herein shall be developed strictly in accordance with the terms, conditions,
and provisions of this permit, and any plans and specifications attached to this Permit which
shall form a part thereof. This includes specifically:
 Attachment 1: “Variance to Zoning Bylaw Section 3.3 (1) (d)”
 Attachment 2: “Riparian Areas Regulation: Assessment Report,” dated January 15, 2019,
by Susan Blundell, R.P.Bio. of WSP Canada Inc.
 Attachment 3: “Bear Mountain Highlands Phase 1 Residential Development - Development
Variance Permit Application DVP-04-18,” dated April 24, 2019, by Susan Blundell, R.P.Bio.
of WSP Canada Inc.
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4.

This Permit is issued subject to compliance with all the Bylaws of the District applicable thereto,
except as specifically varied or supplemented by this Permit.

6.

If a subdivision plan substantially in accordance with Attachment 1 is not deposited in the
Victoria Land Title Office within 5 years of the date of this Permit, this Permit shall lapse.

RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE DISTRICT OF HIGHLANDS
THE XXTH DAY OF XXXX, 2019.
AUTHORIZED THIS XXTH DAY OF XXXX, 2019

Loranne Hilton
Chief Administrative Officer
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FORM 1
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report

Riparian Areas Regulation: Assessment Report
Please refer to submission instructions and assessment report guidelines when completing this report.

Date

January 15, 2019

I. Primary QEP Information
First Name Susan
Middle Name
Last Name Blundell
Designation R.P.Bio.
Company WSP Canada Inc.
Registration # 1862
Email susan.blundell@wsp.ca
Address 760 Enterprise crecent
City Victoria
Postal/Zip V8Z 6R4
Phone #
250-475-1000
Prov/state BC
Country
Canada
II. Secondary QEP Information (use Form 2 for other QEPs)
First Name Margaret
Middle Name
Last Name Symon
Designation Registered Professional
Company Strathcona Forestry Consulting
Forester
Registration # 1485
Email strathcona.fc@shaw.ca
Address P.O.Box 387, Stn. Mn.
City Duncan
Postal/Zip V9L 3X5
Phone #
250-715-6983
Prov/state BC
Country
Canada
III. Developer Information
First Name Ryan
Last Name Mogensen
Company Ecoasis Development LLP
Phone # 250-216-9564
Address 2050 Country Club Way
City
Prov/state

Victoria
BC

Middle Name

Postal/Zip
Country

Email rmogensen@ecoasis.com
V9B 6R3
Canada

IV. Development Information
Development Type Subdivision: >6 single family lots
Area of Development (ha) 4.79
Riparian Length (m) 931
Lot Area (ha) 57.4
Nature of Development New
Proposed Start Date 2019-04-01
Proposed End Date 2020-12-01
V. Location of Proposed Development
Street Address (or nearest town)
District of Highlands, 1500 Hanington Road
Local Government District of Highlands
City Victoria
Stream Name Osborn Creek and unnamed tributary
Legal Description (PID) 009-861-866
Region Vancouver Island
Stream/River Type Stream
DFO Area South Coast
Watershed Code 920-047500, 10, 461043, 5369865
Latitude 48o
28’
46”
Longitude
123o
31’
34”
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Make duplicates of the complete form fields and paste below each other for additional QEPs
II. Additional QEP Information
First Name Russell
Middle Name
Last Name Scott
Designation P.Eng.
Company WSP Canada Inc.
Registration # 179762
Email Russell.scott@wsp.com
Address 760 Enterprise Cresent
City Victoria
Postal
V8Z 6R4
Phone #
250-475-1000
Prov/state BC
Country
Canada
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Section 1. Description of Fisheries Resources Values and the Development
Proposal
Fisheries Resources
The presence of anadromous fish on the subject site is unlikely due to a gradient
migration barrier downstream on Osborn Creek, north of the project area. Due to the
ephemeral nature of the unnamed tributary to Osborn Creek which is located along the
eastern boundary of the development it is also unlikely that this watercourse supports
resident populations of fish, but all drainages on this portion of the property flow offsite
into fish-bearing Millstream Creek. During 2002 and 2003 ENKON Environmental Ltd.
conducted a detailed biological survey of Bear Mountain Highlands which also included
fish sampling. Osborn Creek was determined to be non-fish bearing in the sections of
stream assessed in this Riparian Areas Assessment.
The Millstream Creek watershed has an area of 29.0 km2 and consists of six major lakes
including Mary Lake, Third Lake, Second Lake, Mitchell Lake, Matson Lake and
Florence Lake. The mainstem has a total length of 13.3 km and flows south to
discharge into the Pacific Ocean at Esquimalt Harbour.
According to the BC Ministry of Fisheries’ Fish Wizard Database the Millstream Creek
watershed sustains eight species of fish including brown bullhead (Ictalurus nebulosus),
coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch), cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki), prickly
sculpin (Cottus asper), pumpkinseed (Lepomis gibbosus), rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss), smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieui) and threespine stickleback
(Gasterosteus aculeatus). MoE stocking records indicate rainbow trout stocking in
Millstream Creek and Second Lake.
Current Site Conditions
For the purpose of this RAA two reaches were established on Osborn Creek and three
were set for the unnamed tributary in the eastern portion of the subdivision. The site
plan for Phase 1 is shown in Figure 2.
Osborn Creek Tributary
Reach 1 of Osborn Creek Tributary starts at the northeast corner of the proposed
development and flows north off of the property into Osborn Creek. The upper portion of
the channel passes through a forest composed of western redcedar, bigleaf maple and
Douglas-fir. Further downslope the majority of the tree and shrub layer has been
cleared and the forest is regenerating. Limited vegetation is composed of oceanspray,
salal, beaked hazelnut, holly, Himalayan blackberry, sword fern and grasses. Substrate
consists mostly of fines and gravels. Due to disturbed nature of the lower part of Reach
1 available cover habitat is limited.
The primary vegetation along Reach 2 is western redcedar and bigleaf maple with an
understory of sword fern and salal. Channel substrate consists of 30% cobble with 35%
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gravels, 10% boulders and 25% fines. Undercut banks and deep pools are intermittent
along the stretch of Reach 2.
Reach 3 flows out of storm water pond located to the south of the proposed
development. The initial part of the channel flows through a grassy area until it reaches
the forest where it then flows through a forest of western redcedar, Douglas-fir, bigleaf
maple and red alder. Channel substrate consists mostly of cobbles with lesser amounts
of fines, boulders and gravel. Cover habitat is mostly undercut banks and overvegetation.
Reach 1 of Osborn Creek is located along the western edge of the proposed
development. The portion of the channel located downstream of the cart path crossing
was realigned in 2007 as part of the golf course construction (under Section 9 Approval
number A1-1275). Although the channel was planted after construction was completed
it has become overgrown with Scotch broom and Himalayan blackberry. This area
requires restoration; invasive species should be removed and the area should be
replanted with native shrubs and trees.
Reach 2 of Osborn Creek is located upstream of the cart path crossing and consists of a
narrow bedrock confined steep channel.
Reaches 1, 2, 3 of Osborn Creek tributary and Reach 2 of the Osborn Creek mainstem
were classified as cascade-pool. Reach 1 of Osborn Creek was classified as riffle-pool
morphology with a low gradient.
Proposed Development
The development will consist of 39 single family homes. Lots will be serviced by CRD
waters and sewers. Access to the development will be via Hanington Road. The start
date for the development of the Phase 1 subdivision is proposed for April 2019.
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2. Results of Detailed Riparian Assessment
Refer to Chapter 3 of Assessment Methodology

Description of Water bodies involved (number, type)
Stream
1, Osborn
Ck. Trib.
Wetland
Lake
Ditch
Number of reaches
3

Reach #

Date: January 15/19
Osborn Creek, Osborn Creek tributary

1

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.1
upstream 2.3
1.3
3.1
2.55
downstream 2.1
2.25
2.4
2.5
2.4
2.3
Total: minus high 20.9
/low
mean 2.32
R/P
Channel Type

Gradient (%)
I, Susan Blundell, hereby certify that:
22

a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP;
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

18

20
S/P

C/P
x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes
SPVT Polygons

No
x

Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
I, Susan Blundell, hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Ecoasis Development LLP;
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

1
LC

SH

TR
x

Method employed if other than TR

LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No:
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SPVT Type

Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 3
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel 10
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
10
South bank Yes
x
No
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Ditch Fish Yes
bearing status report
Bearing
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank
No
x
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
a) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis Development
LLP;
c) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Reach #

2

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.4
upstream 1.0
1.4
1.9
1.15
downstream 1.65
1.40
2.2
2.25
1.9
1.15
Total: minus high /low 15.
mean 1.67
R/P
Channel Type

Gradient (%)
I, Susan Blundell, hereby certify that:
10

8

e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP;
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

9
S/P

C/P
x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes
SPVT Polygons

No
x

Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
I, Susan Blundell, hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
f) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Ecoasis Development LLP;
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

1
LC

Method employed if other than TR
SH

SPVT Type

TR
x

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 4
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel 10
Stability ZOS (m)
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Litter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
10
South bank Yes
x
No
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Ditch Fish Yes
bearing status report
Bearing
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
x
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
e) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
f)
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis Development
LLP;
g) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
h) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Reach #

3

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 1.65
upstream 0.75
1.8
1.3
1.95
downstream 1.2
1.65
1.55
1.10
4.0
2.7
Total: minus high /low 14.9
mean 1.78
R/P
Channel Type

Gradient (%)
I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
28

20

i) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
j) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP ;
k) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
l) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

24
S/P

C/P
x

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes
SPVT Polygons

No
x

Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
i) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
j) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Ecoasis Development LLP ;
k) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
l) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

1
LC

Method employed if other than TR
SH

SPVT Type

TR
x

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 5
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel 10
Stability ZOS (m)
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Litter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
10
South bank Yes
x
No
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Ditch Fish Yes
bearing status report
Bearing
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
x
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
i)
I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
j)
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP ;
k) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
l)
In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.
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Description of Water bodies involved (number, type)
Stream
2, Osborn
Ck.
Wetland
Lake
Ditch
Number of reaches
2

Reach #

Osborn Creek, Osborn Creek tributary

1

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 2.7
upstream 2.75
3.75
4.6
3.75
downstream 3.3
3.5
3.65
3.3
2.9
3.1
Total: minus high /low 30.0
mean 3.33
R/P
Channel Type X

Gradient (%)

8

I, Susan Blundell, hereby certify that:
m) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
n) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP ;
o) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
p) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

8

C/P

S/P

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes
SPVT Polygons

No
x

Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
m) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
n) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Ecoasis Development LLP ;
o) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
p) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

1
LC

SH

TR
x

Method employed if other than TR

LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No:
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SPVT Type

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 1
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel 10
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
10
South bank Yes
x
No
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
No
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Ditch Fish Yes
bearing status report
Bearing
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
m) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
n) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP ;
o) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
p) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Comments
This west side of Osborn Creek is not included in the RAA assessment for the development of
the subdivision. Reach 6 below the cartpath was reconfigured in 2007 under Section 9 A1-1275.
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Reach #

2

Channel width and slope and Channel Type (use only if water body is a stream or a ditch, and
only provide widths if a ditch)
Channel Width(m)
starting point 1.25
upstream 0.90
2.5
2.9
2.05
downstream 2.65
2.5
2.6
2.0
2.10
2.5
Total: minus high /low 20.15
mean 2.24
R/P
Channel Type

Gradient (%)
25

I, Susan Blundell, hereby certify that:
q) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the
Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
r) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the
development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP ;
s) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal
and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
t) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I
have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule
to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

25
25
S/P

C/P
X

Site Potential Vegetation Type (SPVT)
Yes
SPVT Polygons

No
x

Tick yes only if multiple polygons, if No then fill in one set of SPVT data boxes
I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
q) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas
Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
r) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal
made by the developer Ecoasis Development LLP ;
s) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is
set out in this Assessment Report; and
t) In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the
assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Polygon No:

1
LC

Method employed if other than TR
SH

SPVT Type

TR
x

Polygon No:

Method employed if other than TR
LC

SH

TR

SPVT Type

Polygon No:
SPVT Type

Method employed if other than TR

Zone of Sensitivity (ZOS) and resultant SPEA
Segment 2
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel 10
Stability ZOS (m)
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Litter fall and insect drop 10
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
10
South bank Yes
x
No
Ditch
Justification description for classifying as a ditch (manmade,
no significant headwaters or springs, seasonal flow)
No x
If non-fish bearing insert no fish
Ditch Fish Yes
bearing status report
Bearing
SPEA maximum
10
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
Segment
If two sides of a stream involved, each side is a separate segment. For all water
No:
bodies multiple segments occur where there are multiple SPVT polygons
LWD, Bank and Channel
Stability ZOS (m)
Litter fall and insect drop
ZOS (m)
Shade ZOS (m) max
South bank Yes
No
SPEA maximum
(For ditch use table3-7)
I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
q) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
r)
I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP ;
s) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
t)
In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to
the Riparian Areas Regulation.

Comments
This west side of Osborn Creek is not included in the RAA assessment for the development of the
subdivision.
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Banfield
Park

NOTE: Satellite image retrieved from CRD MAPS April 23, 2018;
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FORM 1
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report

Section 4. Measures to Protect and Maintain the SPEA
1. Danger Trees

Please see attached report for details.

I, Margaret Symon , hereby certify that:
u) I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
v) I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP ;
w) I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

2. Windthrow

Please see attached report for details.

I, Margaret Symon , hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP;
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

d. Slope Stability

The proposed development will not compromise the slope
stability or the integrity of the SPEA. Please see attached
report for details

I, Russell Scott, hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer ;Ecoasis
Development LLP
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

e. Protection of Trees

Trees within or along the edge of the SPEA will be
protected with a physical barrier, such as snow fencing,
which will prevent mechanical damage to trees within the
SPEA. For trees falling along the outside boundary of the
tree protection zone, allowances should be made to extend
the tree protection zone to encompass the tree’s rooting
zone through to completion of construction.

I, Susan Blundell, hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP;
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

d. Encroachment

Form 1

There will be no encroachment into the SPEA as a result of
the proposed residential development. A vertical rock wall
has been built along the SPEA of the Osborn Creek
mainstem located along the western edge of the
development. A split rail fence will be constructed along
the SPEA of the Osborn Creek tributary located along the
east boundary of the proposed development. These
structures will be established so that no trees are removed
or structures built within the setback.
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FORM 1
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report
I, Susan Blundell, hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP ;
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

e. Sediment and Erosion Control

During the entire construction period sediment fencing will
be installed along the edge of the SPEA. Construction
activities are planned for the early spring of 2019 and will
run until the end of 2020. As such, there will be soils
exposed to weathering agents during the winter rainy
season. Construction will be staged to limit exposed soils
until such time that works are planned immediately. Crews
will work to strip and grub the site while the site is dry
limiting the chance for mobilization of fines. Any remaining
areas of exposed soil will be treated with straw mulch under
the guidance of an environmental monitor. At no time will
sediment be allowed to flow towards the SPEA. Prior to
construction commencing a detailed Environmental
Protection Plan will be in place. This Plan will be reviewed
with the developer and construction superintendent prior to
construction commencing to ensure all parties are aware of
site limitations and requirements.

I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP;
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

d. Stormwater Management

At no time will stormwater generated on the site be sent
directly into the SPEA without being previously treated.
During construction any stormwater will be directed away
from the SPEA into ditches so that it can be allowed to
infiltrate into the ground. Once construction on the site
commences and infrastructure is in place all road
generated and roof generated stormwater within the
residential development will be treated using via oil-grit
separators before being directed west to Osborn Creek and
east to Osborn Creek Tributary; these waters will then flow
into Osborn Pond.

I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
a. I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;
b. I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP;
c. I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

e. Floodplain Concerns (highly
mobile channel)

There are no floodplain concerns associated with the
development. The channel is not highly mobile and there is
no sign of a floodplain.

I, Susan Blundell , hereby certify that:
f.
I am a qualified environmental professional, as defined in the Riparian Areas Regulation made under the Fish
Protection Act;

Form 1
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FORM 1
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report
g.
h.

I am qualified to carry out this part of the assessment of the development proposal made by the developer Ecoasis
Development LLP;
I have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and my assessment is set out in this Assessment
Report; and In carrying out my assessment of the development proposal, I have followed the assessment methods
set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas Regulation

Form 1
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Margaret Symon, RPF PCP
Strathcona Forestry Consulting
PO Box 387 Stn. Mn.
Duncan BC V9L 3X5
strathcona.fc@shaw.ca
250 715-6983 (c/text)

February 4, 2019
To:

Ryan Mogensen P. ENG.
Land Development Manager
Ecoasis Development LLP
2050 Country Club Way
Victoria BC V9B 6R3

Re:

Windthrow Assessment Overview: Subdivision Phase 1A Ecoasis Highlands

Introduction: In accordance with the District of Highlands Development Permit guidelines and the Riparian
Area Regulation (RAR), Ecoasis Development LLP (Ecoasis) retained Strathcona Forestry Consulting in 2018 to
provide an assessment of windthrow hazard at riparian areas at two proposed subdivisions (Phase 1A and 1B) at
Ecoasis Highlands. As requested by Ecoasis in January 2019, this report is an overview assessment of windthrow
risk and hazard at Phase 1A, the first phase of the development.
Ecoasis is requesting a Development Permit Variance Application (DVP) to facilitate approval for residential
subdivision within the Bear Mountain Highland lands. An integral part of municipal procedures, the
Development Variance application is required for residential subdivision at these lands. Riparian development
permit variance will reduce riparian setbacks from 30 m to either 10 or 12 m, depending on stream width
measurements, tree health, and management strategies within the SPEA (Streamside Protection and
Enhancement Area). Variances are commensurate with those imposed by Provincial Regulation.
The RAR assessment conducted by WSP in 2018 determined Streamside Protection and Enhancement Area
(SPEA) widths of drainages at the lands proposed for subdivision. A small stream flowing northward outside the
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western portion of Phase 1A has a 10 m SPEA. Another drainage flowing northeast along the eastern fringe of
Phase 1A also has a 10 m SPEA. SPEA widths as indicated by the stream assessment are satisfactory.
Location: Bordering the Valley Golf Course (see map pg. 3), Phase 1A straddles Hanington Road, and will be
developed for 39 single-family lots, with open space in the southwest corner. The eastern section of Phase 1A
contains fragmented cover of trees and brush, much of which is on a steeper slope. The western portion of the
land occupies a moderately sloped gradient with clearings, road, and low brush resulting from construction of
Hanington Road approximately fifteen years ago. Clearing of the lots in Phase 1A will remove much of the
existing vegetative cover.
Field Assessment: Several site visits were made between July and December 2018 with Rachael Sansom A.Sc.T.
and representatives from Ecoasis Development LLP and WSP.
Windthrow Risk and Hazard: As outlined in the Windthrow Handbook for British Columbia Forests (Research
Program Working Paper 9401), windthrow risk assessment is based on an evaluation of regional, local, and sitespecific available information.
Windthrow risk is determined by the interaction between factors that affect the force of the wind acting on the
tree and factors that affect the resistance of the tree to overturning. Force of the wind is increased by higher
wind velocity and turbulence, increased exposure to wind, greater tree height-to-diameter ratio, greater crown
size and crown density, and reduced stand density. Resistance to overturning is reduced by poor root anchorage
due to saturated soils and restricted rooting depth, occurrence of root or bole rot, extent of interlocking root
systems, and past exposure to winds. Soil factors that control rooting depth contribute most significantly to
windthrow risk.
High risk stands generally occur where high wind force is likely to occur and resistance to overturning is low.
Moderate risk stands occur where root anchorage is poor but wind force is low, root anchorage and wind force
is moderate, or root anchorage is good but wind force is likely high. Low risk stands occur where there is a high
resistance to overturning and wind force is moderate or low.
Windthrow risk is generally greatest on the windward edge of a stand and decreases a short distance into the
stand, although turbulence can result in windthrow several tree heights into the stand. Most windthrow occurs
within the first three years following harvest and/or land clearing. However, windthrow risk can increase over
time as different activities affect windflow and soil conditions.
Windthrow Management Strategies: Strategies to reduce the risk of windthrow should be considered
wherever trees are retained and windthrow risk is moderate or high along all or a portion of the SPEA.
Windthrow management strategies include locating the SPEA boundary to reduce the risk of windthrow,
selecting the most windthrow resistant trees within the zone for retention, and reducing the force of the wind
on the crowns of retained trees. Selected strategies should not only address windthrow risk but also the other
values that are being protected in the riparian area.
2
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Ecoasis Highlands Phase 1A Site Plan (WSP).

3
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Summary Results: The potential for windthrow was assessed at two areas of Phase 1A: in the west, where
Osbourne Creek has been assigned a 10 m SPEA, and in the east where there is a 10 m SPEA at an unnamed
tributary.
Windthrow Risk – west side Phase 1A: Very Low.
Osbourne Creek flows along the western side of a road paralleling the western portion of Phase 1A. The risk
potential for windthrow at Lots 1-5 is very low due to lack of tree cover within the immediate vicinity of these
lots. Windthrow is a low risk at the Open Space in the southwest corner of Phase 1A, with a low consequence
due to no development planned for this area.
Windthrow Risk – east side Phase 1A: Low (to Moderate)
The eastern boundary of Phase 1A borders discontinuous forest /brush along the proposed Phase 1B subdivision
lands. Vegetation in this area was cleared in the early 2000’s. A combination of factors contributes to low (to
somewhat moderate) windthrow risk: sloping terrain with southeastern aspect provides shelter from prevailing
winds; drainage on this sloping terrain is moderate to rapid, which improves rooting strength, especially during
wet weather events; any trees in this area have been exposed to the wind for several years, and have developed
a degree of wind resistance.
While the risk of windthrow is low in this area, inferring that windthrow management strategies are not
necessarily required, other values need to be considered.
General Recommendations to reduce windthrow risk:








Unless there is a safety issue, trees within a SPEA should not be removed, but may be modified (i.e., top
pruning) where there are safety concerns, pending review with the QERP(s)
A sufficient number of trees need to be retained in the SPEAs to protect the windfirmness of riparian
habitat
Tree assessment along the east boundary of Phase 1A is recommended in conjunction with
development in order to adequately determine safe setbacks in consideration of ecological objectives
Where necessary, realign riparian boundary to a windfirm edge such as rock bluffs, brush, or soil type
change
Where necessary, as determined during the site specific assessment pre-development, feather the
outside area of the SPEA by removing trees prone to windthrow; preference should be given to
removing the following trees: unsound trees, including diseased, deformed, forked, scarred, and root rot
infested trees; trees on unstable substrate; trees with disproportionately large crowns
Options to reduce potential windthrow to trees retained along the outer edge of the SPEA include
topping or pruning and selection of the most windfirm trees for retention. Trees with the following
characteristics tend to be the most windfirm:
 small, open crowns
 good root anchorage in deep, well-drained soils
 no root or bole rot
 low height-to-diameter ratio for stand (relatively large taper)
4
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short trees
trees that have been growing in relatively open stands
broad-leafed deciduous species
specific conifer species
sound snags
sound, well-rooted veteran trees

Summary: An overview of windthrow hazard and risk associated with two riparian areas at Ecoasis Highlands
Phase 1A determined that the potential for windthrow varies from low in/near the SPEA of Osbourne Creek to
the west, and low-(moderate) at/near the SPEA of an unnamed tributary along the eastern boundary.
Prepared by
Margaret Symon
Margaret Symon RPF 1485 PCP
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Limitations

This report provides an assessment of windthrow hazard and risk. Evaluation is based on professional judgment. The investigation involved
a field observation. Recommended treatment pertains only to the particular site as disclosed at the time of inspection. The report was
prepared considering site-specific circumstances and conditions. It is intended only for use by the client for the purpose for which it was
commissioned and for use by local government regulating the activities to which it pertains.

6
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January 25, 2019
Ecoasis
2050 Country Club Way
Victoria, BC
V9B 6R3
Attention:

Ryan Mogensen

Subject: Bear Mountain Residential Subdivision – Highlands Stage 1A
WSP ref.: 171-13778-00
Dear Sir:
WSP Canada Inc. (WSP) has been engaged by Ecoasis as the geotechnical engineer
of record for the above captioned site. WSP is also providing biological services to
Ecoasis. WSP confirms that an historical company purchased by WSP (Levelton
Consultants Ltd.) had previously carried out some geotechnical review relating to the
SPEA slope stability. The Levelton report number 506-0218 dated April 16, 2007 was
authored by a former employee who is no longer with WSP. WSP confirms that we
have reviewed the information contained within the historical report (that covers
both Phase 1A and 1B) and that the geotechnical comments contained therein are
still valid for the project, based on our present understanding of the project.
WSP carried out a site walkover of the Phase 1A site in January 2019 review the site
conditions and review the existing landscape wall alongside Osborn Creek. The site
is bedrock controlled and as long as our geotechnical recommendations are
followed during the construction stage we do not envisage any slope stability issues
within the SPEA zone. The existing landscape wall alongside Osborne Creek was
constructed around 12 years ago and appears to be in good condition. Based upon
the proposed development layout plans we do not envisage that the wall will be
impacted whatsoever by the proposed development.
WSP also confirms that we have been retained as geotechnical engineer of record
and will remain involved through the project to provide geotechnical engineering
review and guidance.
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Russell Scott, M.Sc., P.Eng. will be the named geotechnical engineer on the project.
Should you wish to discuss the contents of this letter please contact him at the direct
number noted below.
Yours Sincerely,
WSP Canada Inc.
Per:
Signature on File
Russell Scott, M.Sc., P.Eng.
Senior Geotechnical Engineer
CC: Turner Lane – Rachel Sansom
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FORM 1
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report

Section 5. Environmental Monitoring
Prior to construction commencing a site specific Environmental Protection Plan will be in place
that clearly delineates the SPEA boundary in relation to the proposed construction activities.
This Plan will also delineate areas where sediment control measures will be installed along
with proactive erosion control measures. This Plan will be reviewed with the developer and
construction superintendent prior to construction commencing and all requirements for SPEA
fencing will be inspected by the environmental monitor prior to land clearing/soil moving
activities are started.
A monitor will regularly inspect the site, especially during the winter months, to ensure that
crews are not impacting the SPEA and that all measures outlined in the Environmental
Protection Plan are being followed. The monitor will closely inspect the SPEA boundary to
ensure that fencing is in place and in good condition and that no materials are being
discharged into the protected area.
The monitor will have the authority to stop work if issues on the site are noted that negatively
impact the receiving environment, including the SPEA and watercourse.
Upon the completion of construction, a sign-off document will be prepared and submitted to
the District of Highlands. This document will outline the current SPEA conditions, all
construction activities that occurred on the site, any impacts to the SPEA that occurred and
issues/recommendations made by the environmental monitor. This sign-off document will be
submitted within 6 weeks from the completion of construction.

Form 1
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Section 6. Photos

Plate 1: Lower Reach 1 of Osborn Creek tributry (disturbed)

Plate 2: Upper Reach 1 of Osborn Creek tributary (downstream of Hanington
Road)
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Plate 3: Reach 2 of Osborn Creek tributary, looking downstream

Plate 4: Reach 3 of Osborn Creek tributary looking upstream
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Plate 5: Osborn Creek tributary Reach 3, looking upstream

Plate 6: Osborn Creek Reach 1, manmade channel, looking upstream
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Plate 7: Osborn Creek Reach 2, looking upstream above cartpath crossing
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FORM 1
Riparian Areas Regulation - Qualified Environmental Professional - Assessment Report

Section 7. Professional Opinion
Assessment Report Professional Opinion on the Development Proposal’s riparian area.
Date

January 15, 2019

1.I/We Susan Blundell, R.P.Bio., Margaret Symon, Prof. Forester, Russell Scott, P.Eng.
hereby certify that:
a) I am/We are qualified environmental professional(s), as defined in the Riparian
Areas Regulation made under the Fish Protection Act;
b) I am/We are qualified to carry out the assessment of the proposal made by the
developer Ecoasis Development LLP, which proposal is described in section 3 of
this Assessment Report (the “development proposal”),
c) I have/We have carried out an assessment of the development proposal and
my/our assessment is set out in this Assessment Report; and
d) In carrying out my/our assessment of the development proposal, I have/We have
followed the assessment methods set out in the Schedule to the Riparian Areas
Regulation; AND
2. As qualified environmental professional(s), I/we hereby provide my/our professional opinion that:
a)
if the development is implemented as proposed by the development
proposal there will be no harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of natural
features, functions and conditions that support fish life processes in the riparian
assessment area in which the development is proposed, OR
(Note: include local government flex letter, DFO Letter of Advice, or description of
how DFO local variance protocol is being addressed)
b) X if the streamside protection and enhancement areas identified in this
Assessment Report are protected from the development proposed by the
development proposal and the measures identified in this Assessment Report as
necessary to protect the integrity of those areas from the effects of the
development are implemented by the developer, there will be no harmful
alteration, disruption or destruction of natural features, functions and conditions
that support fish life processes in the riparian assessment area in which the
development is proposed.
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April 24, 2019

Ecoasis Development LLP
2050 Country Club Way
Victoria, B.C. V9B 6R3
Attention: Ryan Mogensen, P.Eng.
Dear Mr. Mogensen:
Subject:

BEAR MOUNTAIN HIGHLANDS PHASE 1 RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT –
DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT APPLICATION DVP-04-18

BACKGROUND
Ecoasis is proposing to complete a residential development consisting of 39 single family
residences which will cover a total area of 4.79 ha. There are two watercourses located on the
property on the west and east side of the property, Osborn Creek and Osborn Creek Tributary,
respectively. A Riparian Areas Assessment (RAA) report was completed by WSP (dated
January 15, 2019) to determine the SPEA for both watercourses as required under the B.C.
Riparian Areas Regulation.
As per the letter titled “Development Variance Permit Application DVP-04-18” prepared by the
District of Highlands (dated March 11, 2019) further clarification is required for the WSP RAA
report as follows:
“In the biology report, implications of climate change as described in Appendix E – Legislated
Riparian Assessments in BC APEGBC/ABCFP/CAB Professional Practice Guidelines, including
such things as
• the effect of reduced buffers,
• landscaping,
• sun exposed areas resulting in less moisture for buffer trees,
• overland flows,
• higher waterlines and
• contaminants travelling over ground surfaces”
The following sections provide further details on these topics.
Effects of Reduced Buffers
The proposed buffers that are to be established as the Streamside Protection and
Enhancement Areas (SPEAs) have been determined by scientific studies to be effective in
supporting the various forms and functions of the riparian area including shade, nutrient loading,
760 Enterprise Crescent
Victoria, BC, Canada
V8Z 6R4
Tel.: +1 250 475-1000
Fax: +1 250 475-2211
wsp.com
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bank stabilization and infiltration. These scientific studies were the basis of the Riparian Areas
Regulation methodology. The measures that are identified in the Riparian Areas Assessment
report are also a necessary part of the maintenance of the SPEA to support its form and
function. The reduction of the riparian setback from the District of Highlands Bylaw which is 30
m to the site specific SPEA using the RAA methodology as well as the measures will not result
in a loss of riparian function and will effectively support the ecology of the stream.
Landscaping and Less Moisture for Buffer Trees
Those lots that back on to watercourses and their associated SPEAs will have a transitional
zone along the SPEA boundary which will be planted with native shrubs. A focus will be on
those species that are flowering and fruit bearing to support pollinators as well as fruit eating
wildlife and will include a combination of evergreen and deciduous species. This additional
transition zone will allow for more water retention as it will have a lower run-off coefficient
(ROC). Typically grass lawn has a ROC of 40-80% while vegetated parkland has one of 1025%. Resulting leaf litter will also provide more nutrients and retain more moisture for the trees
in the SPEA. Further discussions regarding moisture in the SPEA is presented below.
Overland Flows
With regards to overland flows these issues are addressed in the J.E. Anderson conceptual
stormwater management memo (R. Tuck, April 9/19). In summary, the stormwater
management plan will consist of the following components:
•

Stormwater runoff will be detained and treated outside of the SPEAs;

•

Stormwater runoff from the homes will be treated by either private onsite infiltration
galleries or detention systems, subject to the suitability of the lot, complete with an
overflow connection to the storm drainage system;

•

Stormwater runoff from the proposed roads will be directed to catch-basins that will be
equipped with oil grit separators (OGS) which remove sediment and debris, and
separate oil from stormwater;

•

Treated water from the catch basins will then be directed to infiltration galleries which
will also have an overflow connection to the storm drainage system;

•

Treated storm water from the subdivision will drain into one of two existing natural
drainage courses, Osborn Creek which flows into Osborn Pond and an unnamed
seasonal creek which flows through a large wetland before discharging to Millstream
Creek to the east.

Allowing for the natural infiltration of treated stormwater into the SPEA rather than tight piping
flows will maintain the predevelopment hydrologic regime providing more moisture to support
riparian vegetation.
High Water Lines
To determine if the high water mark as identified in the field by the R.P. Bio. took into
consideration potential climate change related water level changes Colquitz Engineering (J.
Howard, April 1/19) undertook an analysis using projected rainfall intensities for 2075. For the
year 2075, the flows were projected to increase by approximately 30% for the channel forming
event. Due to the relatively steep gradient and channelized nature of the two watercourses, the
result of the increased flows are relatively minor increases in channel width and depth. Based
Page
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on this analysis it was determined that the SPEA for Osborn Creek will increase by 25 cm
resulting in a setback of 10.25 m. The SPEA of the Osborn Creek tributary will not increase.
Contaminants Travelling Over Ground Surfaces
The management of contaminants originating at the proposed residential development overland
via stormwater is to be managed as indicated in the stormwater management plan discussed
above. The use of infiltration chambers and oil grit separators will manage contaminants
associated with motorized vehicles. With regards to fertilizer and pesticides WSP recommends
that the use of such chemicals within the residential development be managed by the
municipality in the form of a development permit condition. Ecoasis has an ongoing surface
water quality program which includes a sampling station on Millstream Creek downstream of
Osborn Pond for pesticides and fertilizers associated with the golf course which will encompass
the watershed associated with the Phase 1 development. To date, there have been no
pesticides or fertilizers noted in the surface or ground waters.
I hope this information is helpful to you in your review of the proposed works. If you have any
questions please contact me at 250-881-4368.
Yours sincerely,

Susan Blundell, M.Sc., R.P.Bio.
Senior Biologist
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DISTRICT OF HIGHLANDS
DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT
NO. DVP-04-19
ISSUED TO:
MAILING ADDRESS:

Ecoasis Development
2050 Country Club Way, Victoria BC V9B 6R3

1. The “Lands” are:

2.

SECTION 16 HIGHLAND DISTRICT EXCEPT THAT PART IN PLAN
VIP72555

PID: 009-861-866

SECTION 5 RANGE 4 WEST HIGHLAND DISTRICT EXCEPT PART
IN PLANS VIP60675, VIP67875 AND VIP75584

PID: 009-861-815

Highlands Zoning Bylaw No. 100, 1998 is varied as follows in respect of Lots 1 to 17 and Lots
33 to 39 shown on Attachment 1 to this Permit:
Section 15.1.8 (c)
FROM:
Notwithstanding Section 15.1.8 (a) and (b), on lots directly adjacent to a golf course, or lots
larger than 1,100m2, no principal building or structure may be located:
i.
Within 7.5m from any front lot line;
ii.
Within 10m from any rear lot line;
iii.
Within 4.5m from any exterior side lot line; or
iv.
Within 3m of any interior side lot line not adjoining a golf course.
TO:
Notwithstanding Section 15.1.8 (a) and (b), on lots directly adjacent to a golf course, or lots
larger than 1,100m2, no principal building or structure may be located:
i.
Within 6m from any front lot line;
ii.
Within 10m from any rear lot line;
iii.
Within 4.5m from any exterior side lot line; or
iv.
Within 1.5m of any interior side lot line not adjoining a golf course.

3.

The Lands described herein shall be developed strictly in accordance with the terms, conditions,
and provisions of this permit, and any plans and specifications attached to this Permit which
shall form a part thereof. This includes specifically:
 Attachment 1: “Variance to Zoning Bylaw Section 15.1.8 (1) (c) i & iv”

4.

This Permit is issued subject to compliance with all the Bylaws of the District applicable thereto,
except as specifically varied or supplemented by this Permit.

6.

If a subdivision plan substantially in accordance with Attachment 1 is not deposited in the
Victoria Land Title Office within 5 years of the date of this Permit, this Permit shall lapse.

RESOLUTION PASSED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE DISTRICT OF HIGHLANDS
THE XXTH DAY OF XXXX, 2019.
AUTHORIZED THIS XXTH DAY OF XXXX, 2019

Loranne Hilton
Chief Administrative Officer
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